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Lessons in coping
when bad things happen

Thanks to local businesses
VEP’s 2012 business contributors

S

tudents in the Poet’s Seat Transitions and
Life Skills program at Greenfield High
School, an alternative to traditional academic
regimen, are used to unconventional lessons.
That’s what they got this fall, when veteran
Don Chevannes visited. Don— who toted an
M-16 in Vietnam at age 19— gave a candid
account of war and the battles he faced on
after coming home.
Those considering military
service gained straightforward
insight on the long-term effects
of combat trauma. Students who
already had coped with physical
and emotional trauma, “minus the
war part,” in the words of program
director Bob Jandrue, got valuable
insight into coping when bad things
happen.
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VEP celebrates 30th Anniversary
See inside insert for a pictorial history

A veteran helps students process
the horror and tragedy of Sandy
Hook, Page 2
Much of Don’s story focused
on his long post-war struggle with
the symptoms of Post Traumatic
Stress Disorder. His story included
s t r u g g l i n g t h r o u g h a n x i e t y,
addiction, jail, and homelessness.

Vietnam veteran Stephen Sossaman, visits a West Springfield H.S., circa
1986. Stephen was among VEP’s first speakers.

T

his issue of Update commemorates 30 years of VEP
programming and our veterans’ achievements in
public service. Veterans of every conflict since WW2 have
spoken at VEP programs.
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The veteran peppered the
students with questions about
their lives, and helped them to
draw connections between his
story and the problems that they
might be encountering. He ended
it on a positive note, describing
his recovery and his work today,
supporting homeless veterans,
working with the Soldier On
veterans’ shelter, and speaking in
Veterans Jon Schnauber (Afghanistan) and Heather Rudolph (Iraq) share
schools. He advised the students
their stories at a VEP event.
to reach out for support if needed.
“I felt like nobody would listen or
VEP also thanks: Edith and Paul Babson Foundation,
understand,” he said. “Don’t any of you make that kind of mistake.”
Hampden Bank Charitable Foundation, Harvey L Miller
Teacher Bob Jandrue praised Don’s skill at connecting with youth.
Family Foundation, Susan A. and Donald P. Babson
The students offered “great feedback” about the presentation, he said.
Charitable Foundation, New Visions Foundation, Yankee
Candle Charitable Foundation
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2012 events teach and inspire

Many stories and lessons reach far beyond war experience

V

EP veterans delivered more than 100 hours of programs in 2012. Offered by veterans varying in age from 26 to 94, the speakers
shared stories reflecting a diversity of ages and military experiences. Some offered history lessons, and provided a straightforward
view of war and its impact on veterans and their families, or used the lens of military experience to examine issues such as women’s rights
and racism. Iraq and Afghanistan veterans talked of their wars as current events. “I felt that I was right there with them,” one student
wrote after veterans of Iraq and Vietnam shared their stories. A middle schooler described a WWII veteran’s story as “heart hitting.”
A sampling of the diverse and often “heart hitting” programs that VEP provided over 2012 follows. The event snapshots underscore
that our veterans’ oral histories are much more than war stories.

“What about Sandy Hook?”

Women, work and war

A veteran’s story responds to student questions

V

ietnam veteran Al Miller visited a classroom at
Stoneleigh-Burnham School (SBS) for girls in
Greenfield last month for a long-scheduled presentation
about his war experiences. However, during discussion,
the first question was about the horrific events that had
transpired 72 hours before, in Newtown, Connecticut.
Other questions followed about the mass shooting there
of 26 students and staff, all asking in various ways
“What about Sandy Hook?”
In an email to VEP after Al’s presentation, English
teacher Shawn Durrett wrote that in discussing Sandy
Hook, the veteran “talked a lot about choices, and what
may lead people to turn to violence as a viable option (in
their minds).” She added that the emphasis both the talk
about the events in Newtown and Al’s personal story
placed on the sacredness of “our collective humanity,”
and what it means “to really value that and protect it,”
was the most profound take away message.
“It was a REALLY powerful talk, coming fresh on the
heels of Sandy Hook”
The teacher noted that Al, a regular speaker in
her classes, “has always spoken so eloquently, not just
about his Vietnam experience, but about why he does
this work of telling his story, facing his memories... The
students connect to that in profound ways.”
When the veteran shares his war experience, she
wrote, he always gives it context by talking about the
dehumanization he faced, both in training and as a
soldier in combat. He also shares how difficult it was
after the war to navigate the road back to self-love and
self-worth.
The teacher added that her students “really took in”
Al’s talk of healing the wounds of war through the life
he has chosen as a farmer, “his land, his connection to
the earth and the ways he lives a peaceful and fulfilling
life.”
She concluded it was a “REALLY powerful talk,
coming fresh on the heels of Sandy Hook... I think it’s so
important for our young women to see a man speaking
with genuine emotion.”

Former WAC soldier shares her story

G

igi Green, veteran of the Women’s Army Corps (WAC), offered 6th and
8th graders at the Michael E. Smith Middle School in South Hadley a
lesson on women in WWII, sharing stories of working in a defense plant and
eventually joining the Army.
During the war, Gigi explained, many men went into the military, and
women were recruited to replace them on assembly lines and in machine shops.
So she quit college to work in an airplane factory. Pointing to a poster of “Rosie
the Riveter,” the symbolic everywoman of the home front, Gigi spoke of the
unaccustomed role women such as herself played in the workplace.
Gigi also told of applying to
become a Women Airforce Service
Pilot (WASP), a group of female
aviators who ferried military aircraft.
She had obtained her civilian flying
license before the war (no small fete
for a woman in the 1930s and 40s),
but the WASP pilot quota was full.
So, she told the students, she joined
the WACs, and was assigned a ground
crew job in the Army Air Corps.
Gigi said her generation of
women broke long-held conventions
when they were allowed to enlist into
the military in 1943. Prior to that time,
women serving in the Army were
part of a non-military “auxiliary,”
with neither the recognition nor the
benefits due military men.

GiGi Green in her Army Aircorps WAC uniform,

Fifth grade teacher Kate Godek circa 1944.
wrote that students were “totally
engaged” by the veteran’s account of “the barriers women faced... and her
description of the pioneering steps to equality for women [taken by] she and
other women of the ‘Rosie the Riveter’ generation.”
These titles and
more
Available at
levellerspress.com,
Amazon.com and
Collective Copies’
Amherst and
Florence locations
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Theater of War, on stage and in classrooms

V

EP and Deerfield Academy put war on the stage last spring,
co-sponsoring a public performance at the school by an
acclaimed NYC theater company, Outside the Wire (OTW). The
dramatic reading consisted of excerpts from Sophocles’ Classical
Greek plays about war and coming home from war, “Ajax” and
“Philoctetes,” read by an OTW cast of professional actors. The
audience of 160 included local veterans, community members, and
Deerfield students and staff.
The dramatic readings, titled “Theater of War,” connected
listeners to war’s brutality and the emotional and physical wounds
many veterans carry home. Internationally, the production has
been presented more than 100 times to both military and civilian
audiences. OTW’s work has earned praise from psychologists, peace
activists, and educators for its innovative approach to encouraging
public understanding and discussion about PTSD.

Crossing two thresholds

Reflections from Rob Wilson, VEP’s departing ED

B

irthdays that come in multiples of 10 encourage reflections on
the past. This was the case at VEP in 2012, as we celebrated
our 30th anniversary.
Passing over this threshold had particular significance to
me. I marked my 20th year on the staff, and I stepped down as
Executive Director on Dec. 31. I will leave VEP entirely in June,
after assisting the new Director, long-time staff member Susan
Leary, with the transition.
Since I started at VEP, in 1992, the US military has
commenced combat or peacekeeping operations on three
continents, and we’ve witnessed the horror of 9/11. I have watched
VEP grow and evolve, and observed our veterans use stories to
respond to changing times and new challenges.

TOW director Bryan Doerries introduces the Deerfield production

The performance was followed by a panel that included VEP
veterans Cherie Rankin (Vietnam) and Jon Schnauber (Afghanistan),
who shared compelling personal stories, compared their post-war
experiences to those of the play’s characters, and answered questions.
Jon, who is a social worker, referred to the suicide of the Greek
war hero Ajax in a compelling plea for recognizing the high rate of
suicide within the military, especially among Iraq and Afghanistan
veterans.
The evening’s dramatic readings, combined with the VEP panel
and discussion, left many hungry for more. “The most interesting and
enlightening part was the audience response from veterans’ spouses,
peace groups, and the veterans themselves,” one person wrote.
Iraq and Vietnam: Different wars, complementary lessons
The organizer of the Theater of War performance, Deerfield
Academy teacher Sam Savage, invited VEP veterans Joe Ames
(Vietnam) and Victor Nunez-Ortiz (Iraq) to his classroom to prep the
students. Joe, who was an Army infantry platoon medic, conveyed
the mixture of ordinary experience, combat, horror and fear that he
endured during his tour. Victor, a UMass student when activated after
9-11 by his Marine Corps Reserve unit, described war in the desert
and the excruciating tension of his job as combat engineer, including
defusing improvised explosive devices. Each veteran spoke from a
first person perspective about coping with PTSD upon coming home.
The vets’ visits made an indelible impression. One student
wrote: “Your honesty not only made all of your words sound so
much more real, it also made us as an audience more understanding.
Thank you for your stories... I will not forget.” Another commented:
“Listening to your stories was an experience that has not been
matched by any other talks I have ever listened to.” A third reported:
“Our perspective on the common soldier’s experience changed
dramatically.”

Rob Wilson (right) at a 1993 presentation, with Vietnam vet Dave Ianno.

It has been an honor to work with these vets, and with
members of the VEP military family support network. Their
willingness to share their honest experiences is the heart of VEP’s
success in schools and public arenas. As a high school student
wrote to the Vietnam and Iraq veterans he’d heard: “I have taken
your stories to heart and I will never forget... You did a service to
our class and each of us when you talked to us.”
I too will never forget the stories, nor will I forget how sharing
those stories help so many VEP members to heal emotional
wounds of war. “Seeing the kind of interest and respect I get when
I tell my story has helped me heal, I think, as much as therapy,”
Vietnam veteran and Board member Don Chevannes shared at
VEP’s 30th Anniversary party.
VEP will face new challenges and new opportunities in its
future. Many veterans, along with their families, will continue
to bear physical and emotional wounds of war. Through VEP—
under the capable leadership of Susan Leary and our Board, with
the contributions of speakers like Don— the unheard stories and
lessons that these men and women hold will join with those of
VEP’s current speakers, to be heard throughout Western New
England.
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Here’s your 30th Anniversary issue
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30th Anniversary commemorative issue

See inside for a pictorial review of VEP’s evolution and acheivements

I

n 1982, a few Vietnam veterans and educators pioneered a new kind of program, to train military veterans to share their stories in area
classrooms. The Veterans Education Project was born. Thirty years later, VEP continues to give veterans and military family members
a voice, speaking in our unique programs. The list of community service awards and public accolades that VEP has accumulated since
our veterans’ first presentations is long and continues to grow.
Community support— your support— enabled VEP veterans to provide more than 100 hours of programs in 2012, mostly for free.
The veterans’ faces speaking at our events have changed over the years, but our commitment to serve the community continues. We thank
all VEP supporters— individuals, foundations, sister non-profit organizations and businesses— for your generosity over the years. This
Update issue is dedicated to you, who made 30 years of VEP accomplishments possible.

Help VEP give our Veterans a voice
You can help VEP to train and empower veteran volunteers to share their
stories in schools and communities. Please help us give veterans a voice!
Enclosed is my contribution of: $30___ $50___ $100___ Other___
Name:________________________________________________
Address:_ _____________________________________________
City, State, ZIP:_________________________________________
e-mail:________________________________________________
Please mail this coupon with your tax-deductible check to:
VEP, P.O. Box 416, Amherst MA 01004
Vietnam vet Ed Moriarity, 1986. A student wrote “I feel like I learned in 40
minutes more than I learned in a whole day of school.”

www.vetsed.org

